Cornell NanoScale Science & Technology Facility (CNF)
Mission: An external user program providing
affordable open access to advanced
nanofabrication tools and associated staff
expertise that are too expensive for single
universities or small companies to operate
and maintain.
Focus on particularly challenging multi‐step
nanofabrication processes.

New Users Welcome!

CNF’s Missions
1. To enhance the nation’s nano‐engineering and
nanoscience research output.
2. To provides a hands‐on research education to
a new generation of diverse engineering and
science students.
3. To extend the benefits of nanofabrication to
less‐traditional areas of research –
No experience is necessary to become a CNF
user.
4. To facilitate the commercialization of
nanotechnology for societal benefit.
5. To interest more young students in technology
and science.

CNF’s Scope
Structures & systems from nanometers to centimeters

Currently, CNF serves on average approx. 650 users per year, 42% external to Cornell.
NNCI grant will pay ~ 20% of facility operating costs.
Under NNIN, we served users from
41 US states,
119 different US academic institutions,
156 US companies, and
11 US government labs,
with 200 new users trained per year.
85% of external academic users come from schools with their own cleanroom facilities.

CNF Toolset Highlights
• World‐leading electron beam lithography:
The CNF worked with JEOL under an NSF MRI grant to develop a new
generation of e‐beam lithography tools – JEOL 9500.
Stitching, overlay accuracy, and pattern placement better than 10 nm,
3D patterning on curved substrates, automatic focusing and
stigmation control, 100 MHz writing speed.
• Photolithography with 3 projection steppers, not just mask aligners.
ASML DUV Stepper (180 nm feature size) + i‐line and g‐line steppers.
In‐house mask making.
• Two different nano‐imprint lithography systems.
• Dedicated facilities for microfluidics and soft lithography.
• Direct‐write processes for rapid prototype development
Dimatix inkjet printer, Versalaser CO2 laser cutter, Objet 3D printer
• Flexibility to integrate many different materials without cross‐contamination
13 deposition tools for different types of materials (evaporation, sputtering,
ALD, CVD, electroplating, molecular vapor deposition, etc.)
20 furnace tubes for annealing, oxidation, and film growth, plus a
graphene/carbon nanotube CVD furnace and 2 PECVD systems
17 plasma etching tools, + XeF2, vapor HF, and ion milling
• Packaging and support tools
• Characterization tools for feedback control of fabrication

User Program Specifics (I)
• Lowest possible barriers to entry: Because academic users must go through peer
review for grants to pay user fees, we screen projects only for safety and
feasibility, not based on technical merit.
(This allows very rapid access, typically < 2 weeks from first contact.)
• User Program Managers develop a fabrication process plan with every prospective
external user, and help with trouble‐shooting. Not just training on individual tools.
• Training for new users starts most Mondays. New users are assigned a staff host
with a matched background.
• External users retain all of the IP associated with their research, with no
entanglement by CNF or Cornell.

User Program Specifics (II)
•
•
•
•
•

24/7 access.
User fees for the time used on each tool.
External users receive priority in reserving tools.
Typical user visit is about 2 weeks. Shared lodging available for $40/night.
For remote users, staff members can perform well‐characterized processes, or
several independent contractors are available for hire to perform more‐involved
projects.
• Advice from staff members is always free of charge.
• Open walk‐in or call‐in help session every Wednesday.

Education & Outreach
• New Nanotechnology Researchers
Hands‐on training on state‐of‐the‐art instruments
Minicourses: Technology and Characterization at the Nanoscale (twice yearly)
Registration free for at least 5 students per external university per year.
TCN registration is open for Jan. 2016
Subject‐area workshops to attract users from non‐traditional fields
• Experienced Nanotechnology Researchers
Technical workshops, often in partnership with tool vendors
Annual meeting and vendor show, highlighting CNF research
• Undergraduate Students
Research Experiences for Undergraduates (with continuing longitudinal impact
study).
Blended Nanotechnology Courses: cooperation with regional universities.
• K‐12 & General Public
Nanooze magazine & website in English and Spanish (over 1 Million print copies
distributed)
New partnership with 4‐H (with Georgia Tech)
Continued community outreach (over 5300 participants last year)
• Diversity
New initiative: sponsoring research & recruiting visits of users and staff to
minority‐serving research institutions.

Confinement of Light by a Small Hole: Zero‐Mode Waveguides
Pacific Biosystems, Inc.

Webb & Craighead groups, Cornell

Zero-mode waveguides enable
rapid sequencing of DNA with
optical read-out

Intensity profile in the waveguide (log scale)
On average, 1 molecule is in active region
for biologically-relevant concentrations.

wavelength of light

PacBio now has 340 employees, annual
revenues of $60M, and a market cap of
$730M

Integration of Zero Mode Waveguides with Nanopores
Wanunu group, Northeastern University
Combining optical and electrical
detection of single‐molecule
processes.

Andrey Ivankin, Robert Y. Henley, Joseph Larkin,
Spencer Carson, Michael L. Toscano and Meni
Wanunu, ACS Nano 8, 10774 (2014).

4 nm hole

Evolutionary Dynamics of Drug Resistance
Austin Group, Princeton University

Microfluidic devices that mimic naturally
occurring bacterial niches, with two
overlapping gradients, one a bacterial
population gradient due to food restriction
and the other an antibiotic gradient.
Wild-type E. coli can generate resistance to
the antibiotic Cipro in just 10 hours within
this structure. Genome sequencing reveals
the mutations responsible for the antibiotic
resistance.

Q. Zhang et al., Science 333, 1764 (2011).

(A) Diagram of the microenvironment chip
showing the flow of the nutrient (LB) and
nutrient + antibiotic (LB+ Cipro).
(B) SEM of an array of etched hexagons
and nanoslits.
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Cell culture with micro‐scale physiological detail.
Control of biophysical parameters.
Abe Stroock, Cornell

Flexible Electronics for Brain Monitoring
G. Buzsaki, NYU; G. G. Malliaras,
Ecole des Mines de St. Etienne
• Flexible to adhere to the curvilinear
brain surface
• Biocompatible – less scar tissue
• Built‐in amplifiers – 10‐fold
improvement in signal quality
compared to conventional metal
electrodes
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Applications: diagnosis in patients with
epilepsy and brain tumors, and to help
paralyzed people control prosthetic
limbs
D. Khodagholy et al.,
Nature Comm. 4, 1575 (2013).

Flexible organic brain probe(a) with integrated amplifier (b) implanted in a rat
brain(c) used to record (d) a bicuculline‐induced epileptiform spike from a
transistor (pink), a surface electrode (blue) and penetrating electrodes (black).

Nanophotonic trapping for precise manipulation of
biomolecular arrays
Michelle Wang and Michal Lipson groups, Cornell
Use nanophotonic techniques to create
arrays of on‐chip optical traps in fluid for
biomolecule experiments.
The traps can be repositioned at high
speed (∼30 kHz) with nanometer
precision.
Enables high‐throughput tests of
molecular motors, and sorting and
manipulation of DNA.

Mohammad Soltani et al.,
Nature Nanotech. 9, 448‐452
(2014)

Schematic of the nanophotonic standing‐wave array device. The device
captures an array of DNA molecules each suspended between two beads.
By shifting the relative positions of the beads at the two ends of each
molecule, each segment of DNA can be controllably positioned and
stretched.

New Users
Welcome!

